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capital cities acting
on climate change
Global warming is happening faster
than initially predicted and this
year’s severe weather including
fires, floods, heat waves and strong
winds, is a sign of things to come.
In poorer nations communities
could be washed away, creating
millions of climate change refugees.
90 per cent of world and 95 per cent
of Australian citizens randomly selected
for the “World Wide Views” consultation
program expressed concern over climate
change. The overwhelming majority said

strong binding international targets
are a priority.

to energy; local and renewable power
generation; and transport improvements.

Over half the world’s population lives in
cities, which cause up to 75 per cent of
global emissions. Cities can play a key
role in addressing climate change.

In Parliament, I called on all
governments and industry to follow
and commit to bold sustainable
targets to help limit the dangers
of global temperature increases,
and I will carry this message to the
international forum in Copenhagen.

Australia’s capital city councils recently
committed to 57 million-tonne annual
emission cuts by 2020. These cuts
can be achieved through workplace
and residential building changes; street
lighting updates; recycling and waste

Happy Christmas
and a sustainable
New Year
Thank you to my terrific staff and the many volunteers who
support my Sydney Electorate work by helping constituents,
and undertaking research, office administration, and
letterboxing newsletters. If you too would like to help,
please contact Leanne in my office.
Electorate Office 58 Oxford Street Paddington NSW 2021
T 02 9360 3053 F 02 9331 6963 E sydney@parliament.nsw.gov.au

FROM
PARLIAMENT

Liquor outlet
Parliament supported Council’s
suggested moratorium on new and
expanded liquor outlets in parts of
Kings Cross, Darlinghurst and the CBD.
The Liquor Amendment (Temporary
Licence Freeze) Bill applies until
June 2010 in specified areas where
too many licensed venues are
causing alcohol-related violence
and anti-social behaviour.

The Sydney Liquor Taskforce, which
reports to the Premier and me, must
develop strategies to reduce liquor
fuelled impacts on residents, health
services, police and street amenity.

freeze
begins

I support a lively night time scene,
but concentrations of larger venues,
particularly with extended licences, are
promoting regular drunken street parties.

MAJOR EVENTS BILL
Large-scale public events warrant
special provisions but must balance
individual rights, disruptions to
business and residential amenity
with public benefit.
The Major Events Bill allows the
State Government to declare any
event as “major” and introduce
controls, special offences and public

space restrictions which occurred
during APEC. The Bill allows bypassing
of noise and planning controls without
Parliament’s scrutiny.

During debate, I supported the
concept of major events, but
argued that Parliament should
determine appropriate controls
specific to each event.

Parliament REJECTS Pets Bill...
The Government and Opposition combined to reject my Animals
(Regulation of Sale) Bill, which would have banned cat and dog sales
from pet shops and markets and restricted classified sales to rescuers
and responsible breeders. The Liberals proposed an inquiry, but the
Government rejected that too.
Over 63,000 cats and dogs are killed each year in NSW, while cruel puppy
farms and backyard breeders churn out puppies and kittens for pet shop
windows to boost profits through impulse sales. Pets are live sentient beings
not consumer goods, and should not be manufactured and discarded.
MPs used debate to tell pet anecdotes and regurgitate industry spin. I thank
those who supported reform and will continue to push this issue.

... and animal cruelty
institutionalised
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The NSW Government marginally increased layer hen cage sizes to
space equivalent of an A4 sheet. Industry investment in new cages
will prevent the phase-out of caged chickens for decades. And
nothing is being done for the millions of pigs legally confined in
farrowing crates.
Parliament is about the status quo for vested interests and
making a buck no matter how inhumane.
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FROM
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Balancing cars & pedestrians
Only 15 percent of people travel
to the CBD by car, but cars get
overwhelming priority, forcing long
waits at crossings. Pedestrians
represent more than a quarter
of inner city road casualties.
In Parliament I called for a fairer
balance, with a 40-kilometre speed
limit in the CBD to reduce accident

incidence and severity,
and more frequent
and automatic timed
pedestrian crossings.

We should follow world’s
best practice and restrict
cars and speed where
large numbers of people
walk and ride bicycles.

Ending labelling deception
Consumers want more information
about product impacts, but labelling
laws are lax and consumers get
limited, confusing and misleading
information.
Terms like “free range” are not defined
in law, and “bred free range” and
“farm fresh” conceal animal suffering.
There are no mandatory standards
for environmental claims like “natural”
and “biodegradable”.

Unhealthy trans-fats and only some
genetically engineered foods are labelled.
Tiny “nano” components in food and skin
care products can penetrate cells but
aren’t labelled, nor are products involving
child labour or worker exploitation.

In Parliament I called for a standard
certification and labelling regime to help
consumers make informed decisions.

Rail trails withdrawn
The initial Transport Administration
Amendment (Rail Trails) Bill would
have allowed sale of rail corridors.
The Government claimed it was for

walking and cycling trails, but concern
that developers could buy land led to
promised amendments to permit only
the lease of “disused” corridors.

The Government subsequently
withdrew the bill and I hope the future
of rail corridors will form part of the
promised State transport blueprint.

Renewable
energy boost
Taxi reform?
I welcome the Upper House Inquiry into the taxi
industry, prompted by reports of poor industry
management. The Passenger Transport Amendment
(Taxi Licensing) Bill proposes leasing new taxi licences,
however it is not clear how it will address service problems.

In Parliament I called for an overhaul of changeover
times, protection for drivers, and more taxis during
peak periods.

The State Government has introduced a gross tariff system to
pay for all privately generated renewable electricity from solar
panels and wind turbines, not just the excess returned to the
grid. It’s what I have been arguing for in Parliament and the
Electricity Supply Amendment (Solar Bonus Scheme) Bill will
encourage new solar panels in buildings, support green jobs,
and reduce electricity infrastructure upgrades.

During debate I called on major parties to lobby Canberra to
ensure that all individual, business & council emission cuts
like installing solar panels, don’t just free up pollution permits
for big industries under an Emissions Trading Scheme.
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HERITAGE
ENVIRONMENT+TRANSPORT
Another blow
to city heritage
I opposed the introduction of state-wide
codes for “exempt” and “complying”
development, which bypass notification,
proper assessment and approval
processes. New codes for all residential
internal alterations allow removal of
original lath and plaster, pressed metal
ceilings and cornices, and fireplaces
in Heritage Conservation Areas like
Paddington and Chippendale, without

Council approval. Commercial changes
to similar uses like retail-to-retail will
bypass Councils and could result in
clustered uses like convenience stores.
The State Government persists with
policies that appease developers and
promote urban squalor.

I asked the Planning Minister to amend
the codes to protect and preserve
inner city neighbourhoods.

Electronic waste agreement
I welcome State and Federal
Environment Ministers’ recent
decision for a mandatory electronic
waste program, which I’ve been
calling for in Parliament.
Over 37 million computers, 17 million
televisions, 56 million mobile phones,
and 70 million fluoro lamps are already
in Australian landfills, leaching toxic
chemicals like mercury, lead and arsenic
into surrounding land and water.

Electronic recycling will cut greenhouse
emissions, conserve resources, create
hundreds of green jobs, and improve
design and innovation. Schemes are
already in place in Europe, Japan, South
Korea, states in the US and Canada, and
parts of South Africa.

Governments again caved in to beverage
industry pressure and continue to refuse
a container deposit scheme, which has
operated successfully in South Australia
for over 30 years.

Hunting Bill threat Metro
& city
transport
Deals that guaranteed the Shooters Party’s support for
Government legislation in exchange for increased access
to guns and hunting have broken down over their latest
demands for recreational hunting in National Parks and
of native animals.
The Game and Feral Animal Control Amendment Bill would
endanger park visitors and encourage the release of pests
in the wild for game.

I opposed recreational hunting in State Forests when it
was introduced in 2002.

Submissions to the CBD Metro
had to be made before the
promised Government transport
blueprint. The metro must
integrate with other transport
including heavy and light
rail. Station design and
locations must improve
Union Square heritage
amenity. I welcome the
must be protected
proposed pedestrian square
for Town Hall, but the Union Square station could impact on
heritage and community space and the proposed Victoria Park
station would remove vital open space.
My submission argued that light rail is important for short
crowded routes like the CBD, Green Square, Moore Park, and
Barangaroo. In Parliament I again stressed the need for greener,
quieter hybrid buses that fit narrow and winding inner city
and harbour-side streets.

All modes should have integrated ticketing
like other major world cities!

SEE CLOVER’S SPEECHES in Parliament at www.clovermoore.com/speeches

LOCAL
NEWS
Wentworth Park to the dogs
In Parliament I asked the Premier to
return trusteeship of Wentworth Park
land to the City of Sydney for muchneeded community recreation for
Ultimo and Glebe residents and
school students. The Government
gave the greyhound racing Trust control

over public parklands to let car parking
on green open space continue. But the
racing complex has ample on-site and
on-street parking which it rarely fills.

The Premier asked his department
officials to negotiate with Council.

St Vincent’s expansion reduced
The proposed expansion of
St Vincent’s research facility
would hem in the Victor Chang
Building and demolish much
of the existing Victoria Street
streetscape.
While I support St Vincent’s valuable
work, my submission stressed that

the site would be overcrowded.
I support Council’s proposal to
relocate the virology centre and
retain the cancer centre on the site.

Hospital administration has accepted
this proposal, and I hope the revised
scheme will better respect local
amenity and heritage.

Commercialisation
of former Sydney
Showgrounds
Nine new buildings of
unknown purpose are
proposed for the former
showground site, making
impacts impossible to
determine.
The former Fox “entertainment
precinct” was supposed to
support film making but has
been on-leased to become a
development site. If this public
land’s use is not film related

as required by the original lease
then it should be returned to
the community.

My submission opposed
increasing commercial
development that further
alienates this public asset
and betrays the original
recreation purpose of the
site set aside by Governor
Macquarie in 1811.

Street
vandalism
by energy
authorities
Inner city streets are being dotted with pad mounted
electrical substations that narrow footpaths and degrade
residential streets, even in conservation areas.
With some sensitivity and effort, ageing energy
infrastructure can be updated and placed underground
to respect the built and natural environment. Demand
reduction programs and more efficient local generation
including tri-generation and solar panels would reduce
the need to expand infrastructure.

I have asked the Energy Minister to protect amenity
and public access.
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COMMUNITY
Kings Cross relief from
The weekend late-night trial closure
of Cowper Wharf Road to Wylde and
Macleay Streets reduces noisy and
anti-social driving through densely
populated Kings Cross residential
areas. Residents tell me there is
comparative peace.
I thank Kings Cross Police Commander
Tony Crandell for his initiative and

noooisy! vehicles
work with my Electorate Office
and Council to develop solutions
to this longstanding assault on
residential amenity.

Council will continue the trial for
three months.

Oral health plea
I again asked the Health Minister
to increase dental health funding
for low income and disadvantaged
people. Despite Federal Government
moves for means based support for
some complex procedures, the NSW

public dental system is under stress,
with the lowest per capita funding
in Australia.
Long treatment delays for routine
procedures cause pain and
disfigurement, and can

National Disability
Insurance needed
I asked the Disability Services Minister to support a
National Disability Insurance Scheme. People with
severe disabilities and their families can suffer major costs
and poor quality of life if they are not covered by a
compensation scheme. Getting adequate help is “hit and
miss” because there is no umbrella system.

The scheme would shift the focus away from crisis
welfare, and comply with the United Nations Convention
on the Rights of Persons with Disabilities.
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impact on other conditions such
as diabetes.

Good teeth are vital to healthy
eating and nutrition, and affect
self esteem and employment
opportunities.

Pushing
support
for
boarders
In response to my request,
the Fair Trading Minister
asked her department to
investigate Occupancy
Agreements to give
boarding house residents
basic rights.
Boarders and lodgers have
no tenancy protection and
can be evicted at any time,
with expensive action in
the Supreme Court the
only redress.
Boarding house numbers are declining but they serve
needed accommodation options such as helping homeless
people transition to other low cost housing. Occupancy
Agreements would protect residents without increasing
costs for operators.

The draft Residential Tenancies Bill 2009 excludes
boarders and lodgers.
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